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The Bestselling Dystopian Fantasy Series that&apos;s taking the throne away from vampires and

wizards!Over 14,000 copies sold!Sold and translated internationally! New enhanced edition with

extra content and illustrations! "Before you can escape from prison, you must first realize

you&apos;re locked up." In an ancient world where everyone wears masks and superstitions

abound, the color you belong to determines who you are and where you will live.And if you will

live.Here, Asheva, a 14 year old Chrome of the Black Nation, will see his world crumble underneath

him, as events too big for his age will force him to run away from his native city of Axyum.A new

journey will take him to lands with different colors and different ways from the Black. Yet with the

journey, new discoveries will be made and unexpected dangers will be faced. From a desperate

escape through the hills and forests of the Black Nation to the vast Blue Plains of the city of Ayas,

Asheva will learn to face the dangers of the wilderness but also to face the even more dangerous

nature of the Chromes, including the worst accusation a Chrome can be charged with.Only then he

will realize that beneath the masks that all Chromes wear, nothing is what it seems to

be.theredharlequin.com
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These are not the world's best-written books, but they entertain. The writing is very uneven: pretty

good in some places, cringingly vague and awful in others. Overall, it's about an 8th-grade reading

level. They should have marketed these as children's fiction, it definitely isn't "adult"-level material.

Nevertheless, for idle reading, it's alright. And it's only $2.99 per installment.

I found this book way too short to be the first in a series, and yet it felt too long in the sense that I

couldn't wait to finish it so I could go read something else.I didn't feel invested at all in whatever

happened to the main carachter.There were definitely a few passages that needed better editing.In

short, unless you find it for free (maybe even so), give it a pass.

This is the first very short book in a new fantasy series about a planet where the people have been

divided into "chromes", tribes of people who identify with a particular clothing color. Not surprisingly,

it is about prejudice and authoritative rule. Nothing new, but pretty well done. I purchased the next

book in the series.

I started reading this book because it felt like new breath to fantasy reading.The idea and creation of

the world is really good. But the way writer fails to present storyline properly. It contains logical

holes. Characters, places and are not well described. Keeps the reader wondering whether the

details will come next.. I read the whole series because of the storyline.

Enjoyable, and somewhat unpredictable story line that kept my interest the entire time. Great

opening book, i look forward to reading the next in line.

A plot line that keeps you predicting with some surprising twists. Even when you can predict

correctly, the resultant outcome is surprising. Characterization is flawless as one hardly realizes it's

being done. There are certainly several relevant themes at play. Thumbs up. I'm getting them all.

Excellent article



Interesting read and looking forward to reading 2nd book. See this becoming a movie.
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